Flying Car

By Silvio.Nocilla

During this tutorial you will learn:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How to use and identify the Transform tool properties.
Masking techniques.
Use Hue and Saturation.
New adjustment layers (channel mixer) .

STEP 1
For this tutorial I am going to use the following images, which you can download from creative website.

The sky image will be the base of our image composition. Open the sky image. Select all the road image and
paste it on the sky image.
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STEP 2
Name the Layers “sky” for the sky image and “road for the road image. To name the layers double click on
the layer’s label and type in the name or go to layer>Layer properties. Once you have set the layers click on
the road’s layer select the transform tool and rotate 45o (Edit>Transform>rotate) and from option menu bar
above set the rotation to 45o.

Once the road is in place apply a reveal all mask. To apply a reveal all mask click the add layer mask icon
below in the layers panel or go to layer>Layer mask>reveal all>.
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STEP 2
As you can see near the road thumbnail in the same layer there is a white box thumbnail this was crated when
you created the reveal all mask. The reveal all mask enables you to hide part of the image or reveal part of the
image. With black colour you hide the image and with white colour you reveal the image, therefore since we
have a reveal all mask we are going to hide part of the image. Make sure that the foreground colour is black,
select the brush from the tool box on your right and set the following options for the brush:

Note to get the black and white colour on your tool box just press the letter “D” on your keyboard and you
can switch between colours using the letter “X”. Once all this is set click on the white thumbnail make sure
you are working on the mask and not on the image select the brush and hide the lateral edges of the road
keeping only the road eliminating the rest you should get a similar result:

Note you can use the transform tool (scale)
to scale the length of the road don’t worry
about the proportion.
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STEP 3
Select the talbot car image and paste it on the road go to edit >transform>rotate 20o than scale down to 60 x
60 %:

Once the car is placed in place let us use the paint splash making the car loosing its paint due to the speed.
Select the paint splash picture go to edit transform scale and scale down to 18 by 18% and rotate -24o place
the paint splash behind the car’s layer’s. At this stage you should have a similar result and the following ordered layers.
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STEP 4
Make sure you are on the splash paint colour go to image>adjustment>hue & saturation, and set the following: NOTE: make sure you thick the COLORIZE option.

Make a copy of the splash pain (CTRL+J) to duplicate layer or go to layer duplicate layer. Place the copy of
the splash paint below the car’s layer and place it on the right front mudguard. At this stage you should have a
similar result
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STEP 5
To finalize this tutorial create a new layer adjustment channel mixer. To create a new layer adjustment
channel mixer click on the new layer adjustment icon in the layers panel below and from the drop down list
select channel mixer or go to layer>new layer adjustment>channel mixer. After create the channel mixer layer
adjustment select the green channel and use the following settings. Make sure that the channel mixer layer is
on top of the rest of the layers.
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You are done! This is what you should have ended
with:
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